
Wicked problem
a given, something

we have to deal with it

Laws of Form
some-thing from no-thing

Distinction is perfect continence
No distinction without indication, and vice versa

(the distinctions you make are significant for you,
some-things of value)

Structurally open and orginazationally closed

Self-reference Autopoiesis

Autonomy Closure

Worldviews (WV)
e.g., eigenforms and resonance

WVs imply blind spots

Future thoughts and actions
are based on

past experiences
(self-reference)

There must be
a difference that makes a difference

(autopoiesis, paradox =>  time dimension)
and it is

you who makes the differences
(autonomy, closure)

=>
we got to move

Nothing (no some-things)
can stand on its own

Field
Ethics of Care (EoC)

Ground rule 1
Co-dependency implies care responsibility

Intermezzo
Do you agree?

Privileged irresponsibility

Mutual understanding
- Expanding WVs

- Postponing judgements

Practical methods for mutual understanding

Rich picture

Guided conversation

Co-creation sessions

Second order observations
e.g., Cirtical Systems Heuristics (CSH)

Ground rule 2
Diversity in opinions

is a basic and essential right

Field
Research philosophy

Critical Realism

Intermezzo
What is reality? Does it exist?

What is objectivity?
What is truth?

What is knowledge?

What we ought to do

Axiom
We got to move

Injunction1
Create room for change

Injunction 2
Determine the right direction

call for action

 Intermezzo
 Facilitator of Chane (FoC) role

- Broadening WVs
- Focus on second-order judgements
(assumptions, norms and values, etc)

- Change (doing things differently, culture evolution)
- Uniting stakeholders (not necessarily consensus)

Social theory of sustainable,
collaborative learning society

Field
Identity and group dynamics related to change

Capturing WVs with SSM PQR formula
Change fundamentals
- Same Q - same PR

- Different Q - same PR
- Different PR

Identity model (Heinich)
- Self-perception (PR)

- Presentation (Q)
- Atribution

Field
Cybersemiotics and Systems thinking

system = [system]environment

System approaches
Hard
Soft

Critical

Shared meaning
- From verification to validation

- Steering on cultural values and norms
- Change with a lasting impact

No other option but to move

Argubaly desirable and culturally feasible

Field
Democracy and governance

Mutual influence shapes our culture
(every group has its own culture with power issues)
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